An Industry Perspective on the Indian Energy Situation

By Shekhar Datta*

We in the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), have recently organized a two-day International Conference on Energy Policy, and I would like to bring out the key suggestions which emerged from that Conference.

Policy for Private Power

The liberalization of this sector in 1991 was expected to bring in high efficiencies and abundant power to the power starved Indian consumers. Instead, the privatization of the sector has brought in a plethora of problems and controversies. After nearly five years, only about 400 mw has been added to the country's generating capacity by the private sector.

CII has been interacting with the Ministry of Power on this subject, at different fora, in the past few months, and have suggested some solutions which could mitigate the difficulties experienced by potential investors.

The policy for private investment has got to be effective, pragmatic, and above all, transparent. Delays take place because policies are not transparent and negotiations are required on many aspects of energy projects. We need norms, for example, in the determination of power projects on the basis of "price of power." We are still to see a much needed transparency!

Fast Track Projects

Although a lot has been said about the fast track projects and the counter guarantees being given to them, even after so many years only the projects of Enron, Cogentrix and GVK Industries have actually got the counter guarantee. There is an urgent need for these fast track projects to actually be put on a "fast track." The Finance Ministry of the Government of India, needs to review its role in the decisionmaking process.

Institutional Reforms in SEBs

In today's scenario, the SEB reforms are central to private power. Although Orissa has already gone ahead with the "restructuring process," and a few other states are moving toward it, the pace seems to be agonizingly slow. It is essential that these reforms encourage competition, improve physical and financial performance of existing assets, and attract private investment.

Independent Regulatory Authority

Establishment of an Independent Regulatory Authority overseeing licensing/tariff/interregional transmission and environmental issues, is now a crying need, and it is imperative that appropriate measures are taken in this regard.

Fuel

Energy, needs to be looked at in totality, and not in segments and compartments. A matching fuel policy, for the power sector would have to be outlined to facilitate the creation of fuel linkages.

Domestic supplies of primary fuels like coal, lignite, and other liquid fuels, would not be adequate for setting up the required capacity. There is a need to have an "import policy" for these fuels.

Also, the foreign exchange implications for power generation, based on imported fuel, would need to be looked into.

Deployment of off-shore natural gas from countries such as Oman, etc. is still debatable and doubtful. On the contrary, use of LNG imported through special tankers from countries such as Malaysia to support power generation in the Western Region needs to be critically evaluated.

Hydro resources of India needs to be supplemented with the hydro resources of Nepal and Bhutan. In this regard the involvement of multilateral agencies for developing such projects must be pursued on the highest priority.

Captive Mining of Coal

Exploitation of coal as a major fuel for generating power would require a massive investment. It is estimated that by 2005, we may require additional capacity at 70,000 mw, which would mean a requirement of an additional 280 million tonnes of coal. Using an approximation of Rs 250 crore/million tonne, this would mean an investment of Rs 70,000 crores.

If coal reserves have to be expeditiously and efficiently exploited, private sector mining should be permitted, regard less of whether the developer has a power project or not.

Energy Pricing

The energy supply system of the country, particularly the power sector, is facing enormous problems in the form of negative internal financial resources, on account of "irrational" pricing structures and subsidization of energy prices.

The existing energy prices do not reflect the true cost of supplying energy to the end user, and this process of cross subsidization of energy pricing, results in gross inefficiencies in the energy sector, with industry bearing the brunt. There is an immediate need for integrated energy pricing for optimum utilization of energy resources.

Environment

CII is concerned, both about energy and environment. This is why, in CII, we have two strong staff teams, focusing on energy management, and environment management and encouraging industry to conserve energy, and adopt environment-friendly manufacturing practices and technology.

Therefore, whatever we do in energy, we must be conscious of environmental concerns and issues, and safeguard these.

Technology and R&D

A key issue relating to conservation, or environment, or additional capacities, or increasing production, is technology. Today, we need to harness advanced technologies to meet our needs in India, and these technologies are either available here or outside the country. Technology is a factor not to be overlooked.

Whether it is coal or oil or power, one very important
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If you're concerned about the future of the energy industry and profession, this is one meeting you surely don't want to miss. The 18th USAEE/IAEE Annual North American Conference will detail current developments within the energy field so that you come away with a better sense of energy supply, demand and price. Some of the major conference themes and topics are as follows:

- Energy and International Security
  - Short-term Disruptions: Prospects and Policies
  - Long-run Transitions and Economic Security
- Energy and Environmental Issues
  - Quantifying Environmental Externalities
  - Carbon-cycle Policies
- Energy System and Economic Outlook
  - Pacific Basin & North America

Companies today are investing and trading in intensively competitive international energy markets. How these market conditions develop and what kinds of opportunities they create depend very much on the policies governments adopt, not only for promoting competition but also for meeting certain societal goals such as environmental protection. Since markets transcend national boundaries, policies adopted in one country or region may affect competition elsewhere as well as domestically.

The 18th USAEE/IAEE Annual North American Conference provides a unique opportunity for leading experts from business, government, universities, and research institutions to discuss and debate the future of energy markets in this era of commodization, decentralization, and internationalization.

In addition, approximately 28 concurrent sessions are planned to address timely topics that affect all of us specializing in the field of energy economics.

In the past, USAEE/IAEE conferences have attracted outstanding speakers. Below please find a listing of some of the influential individuals who have attended and addressed this important conference.

- Mike Bowlin, CEO, ARCO
- John-Pierce Ferriter, Deputy Exec. Dir., IEA
- Peter Gaffney, Sr. Partner, Gaffney, Clime & Assoc.
- Hazel O'Leary, Secretary of Energy, U.S. DOE
- Alfred Kahn, Special Cnslt., Nat'l Econ. Research Associates
- Nordine Ait-Laoussine, President, NALCOSA
- Herman Franssen, Ministry of Petro. & Min., Oman
- Riwani Lukman, Secretary General, OPEC
- Alirio Parra, Sr. Advisor, Ctr. for Global Energy Studies
- Robert Wilhelm, Sr. Vice President, Exxon Corp.
- Daniel Yergin, Pres., Cambridge Energy Research Associates

You can be sure that prominent speakers who are on the cutting-edge of energy economic issues will once again address this annual meeting.

San Francisco, California is a wonderful and scenic place to meet. Single nights at the Fairmont Hotel are $167.00 (contact the Fairmont Hotel at 415-772-5147, to make your reservations). Conference registration fees are $450.00 for USAEE/IAEE members and $550.00 for non-members. Special airfares have been arranged through Traveline (for absolutely the lowest zone fares, call Traveline at - 216-646-8525). These prices make it affordable for you to attend a conference that will keep you abreast of the issues that are now being addressed on the energy frontier.

There are many ways you and your organization may become involved with this important conference. You may wish to attend for your own professional benefit, your company may wish to become a sponsor or exhibitor at the meeting whereby it would receive broad recognition or you may wish to submit a paper to be considered as a presenter at the meeting. For further information on these opportunities, please fill out the form below and return to USAEE/IAEE Headquarters.
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West European Gas Supply/Demand Balance

By Morten Frisch*

When addressing convergence issues related to natural gas in Eastern Europe it is necessary to set the scene by presenting the West European gas supply/demand environment. There are two reasons for this. First, the West European gas market with its strong currencies is currently the driving force for all European gas markets. Second, large quantities of natural gas transit Eastern Europe on its way to final markets in the west.

Gas Demands in Continental Western Europe

Consumption in continental Western Europe increased by some 6 percent in 1995 to reach approximately 300 BCM. this demand growth represented a combination of underlying growth and weather related demand increases. Continental West European consumption is expected to reach some 400 BCM by 2005 and a consensus view of the industry is that demand will continue to grow to about 620 BCM by 2015 including the United Kingdom and Ireland which are likely to have become consumers of Russian gas, either directly or indirectly at this point in time. All the above demand numbers are presented in Russian gas units of gross calorific value 11 kWh per normal cubic meter.

Gas Supply and Demand Balancing

Comparing continental West European gas demand with potential indigenous production and contracted imports, the need for additional gas supplies into this geographic area can be seen. However, the countries in this market area, with the exception of Denmark, are likely to have balance between gas supply and demand until the year 2005 and significant requirements for new gas supplies will only appear after this year. The possibility to penetrate this market area with new supplies in the near term does, however, exist. Large industrial consumers and local distribution companies will be keen to buy gas directly from import sources provided the price is right and transportation from the point of import to the plant or city gate can be arranged. Additionally countries like Italy, France, Spain and in the future, Portugal, are likely to contract for new supplies from nontraditional supply sources in order to achieve a better supply diversification. It is also likely that some of the traditional gas producers/importers in continental Western Europe will buy additional volumes of gas in order to include such volumes in sales to Eastern European gas utilities.

Continental West European Pricing

Only limited requirements for gas supplies exist in continental Western Europe prior to the year 2005. Ample gas supplies are available from numerous sources. Russia is very active in the market place trying to place large new volumes. Norway would like to bring an additional 20 BCM/Y to the market soon after the year 2000. Algeria will be in a position to increase gas exports mainly to Mediterranean markets by more than 25 BCM/Y from the year 2000. Libya would like to build a pipeline to Italy and initially sell some 10 BCM/Y. In addition to the above traditional European gas suppliers, a number of LNG producers are showing an increasing interest in the European gas market. Algeria LNG now has some 4 BCM/Y of LNG available for early delivery since FNEL of Italy has broken its long term gas supply agreement with this supplier. Other potential LNG supply sources for the European market are Egypt, Oman, Abu Dhabi, Qatar and Trinidad and Tobago. Strong competition for a share of the continental West European Gas market between the above mentioned pipeline and LNG suppliers is already evident.

Current import pricing in the reference German market for 90 percent Take or Pay and 110 percent DCQ swing contracts (“90/110 contracts”) is in the range 1.4 to 1.5 Pf/kWh. Norwegian and Russian import prices at delivery points on the German coast or the border with the Czech Republic fall into this price category. However, these price levels are now being eroded by import deals made between UK producers and German and Dutch gas transmission and distribution companies. To date only Conoco and British Gas have executed gas supply agreements for the export of a total of 3 BCM/Y from the UK through the Interconnector. Both companies have signed contracts with WINGAS of Germany. Based on reports in the UK gas industry, these contracts would have a value of some 1.3 Pf/kWh in 4th quarter 1996 at Aachen on the Belgian/German border. It is understood that some 6 to 8 BCM/Y of UK gas is in the final stages of negotiations for delivery exit Zeebrugge in Belgium, mainly to Dutch buyers. Prices being discussed for these contracts are reportedly even keener than those which WINGAS has achieved.

Gasunie of Holland is currently conducting price review negotiations with its export customers. All prices for Norwegian gas deliveries to traditional German gas import companies will be subject to a price review effective from 1 April 1998. Based on the UK Interconnector deals mentioned above and also strong Russian pressure to increase gas sales to the German market, it is expected that Dutch and Norwegian prices will be adjusted downwards in relation to competing fuels after 1 April 1998, if not earlier. The prices in Russian contracts with German importers are also likely to be adjusted down in relation to competing fuels after 1998, if not before. The value of gas imported by WINGAS from the UK suppliers at Aachen is, therefore, more representative, on a real basis, of the future continental West European price level, than the prices paid by this market for current deliveries from Norway, Holland and Russia.

It is likely that nominal gas prices will increase in the German market. The reason for this is the weakening of the Deutsche Mark in relation to U.S. dollars and increases in crude oil values, both factors which will lead to higher gasoil and heavy fuel oil prices in the German market when expressed in the local currency. German natural gas import prices are traditionally tied to the inland value of gasoil and heavy fuel oil in that country. It is expected that the coupling between natural gas import prices and the price of these
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petroleum products will weaken in the German market and, therefore, in the whole of continental Europe as has already been observed in Great Britain. The result of this development is that an increased share of the economic rent generated from gas production will be collected by the gas consuming country. The visible effect of this will be a move towards cost plus pricing by gas producers, a development which will favor the economically more robust gas projects with low transmission costs to the markets. This development, therefore, also signals reduced transit fees and transmission tariffs for countries providing transit of gas to Western Europe.

Impact of the Yamal-Europe Pipeline Project

The Yamal pipeline project should be viewed in two separate phases: first, the construction of new gas pipeline infrastructure from West Siberia to European markets and, second, the development of the huge gas reserves on the Yamal Peninsula.

Based on the available data it is unlikely that Russia will need to start gas production from the Yamal Peninsula before the year 2010. This is based on Russian gas demand, which is unlikely to exceed 1990 levels before 2010, and the availability of untapped gas reserves in the Nadym-Pur-Taz region of Western Siberia, more commonly known as the Yamburg and Urengoy gas area. If this West Siberian gas area should prove inadequate for Russia’s domestic and export gas requirements prior to 2010, the best alternative sources would be gas from Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan. These gas producers are in a much better position to compete on price in European markets than gas from new billion dollar developments on the Yamal Peninsula. Gas from these two countries could be made available to European markets through existing pipeline systems which, admittedly, would need extensive refurbishment. Gas export solutions based on Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan would also require some very delicate diplomacy.

The Yamal pipeline project as currently planned by GazProm will consist of three 56" pipelines running from Yamal to Torzhok, north of Moscow. Two 56" pipelines will run from Torzhok to the Polish German border at Frankfurt am Oder. In Germany there are two 48" pipelines planned, one of 700 km length to Aachen/Eynatten at the German/Belgian border (the WEDAL pipeline) and one of approximately 1000 km via Bavaria in the direction of Basel (the JAGAL pipeline). A total of 52 BCM/Y of gas will be available for sale at Frankfurt am Oder, while 14 BCM/Y is planned for consumption in Poland and 7 BCM/Y is planned to be delivered to Belarus. In addition to these sales volumes a total of some 10 BCM/Y will be consumed as compressor fuel along the Yamal pipeline system, making this ultimately a 83 BCM/Y gas export project.

The Yamal pipeline’s crossing of the Oder River from Poland to Germany has been completed and construction is under way for sections of the JAGAL and WEDAL pipelines in Germany. The Polish section of the pipeline project will be owned by the Russian, Polish and German joint venture EuRoPol GAZ Company and operated by the Polish Oil and Gas Company. Construction of one of the two 665 kilometer pipelines needed for this section of the project has started. It has been reported in the press that EuRoPol GAZ Company has now secured financing for the total Polish investment. According to current plans the two Polish pipelines should be completed by year 2004 with full compression capacity added by 2010, at which time the pipeline system can receive in excess of 66 BCM/Y at the border between Poland and Belarus.

Sections of the German and Polish parts of the Yamal pipeline project are already in operation and small “Yamal” volumes of gas started flowing to gas consumers in Germany on 1 October 1996. The availability of new transportation capacity from Torzhok to the Polish border is however uncertain. Although an inauguration ceremony has been conducted for the Belarus section of the pipeline system, no financing is yet in place for this part of the project which has been delayed for at least one year.

Yamal Gas Volumes in the European Market

In 2010 when the Yamal project is due to be fully operational this project could supply 10 percent of West European projected gas demand. To date only two contracts for the purchase of Yamal gas have been entered into. WINGAS of Germany has bought 10 BCM/Y and 0.6 BCM/Y is planned to be delivered under this contract already in the 1996/97 contract year. Gasunie of Holland has bought a further 4 BCM/Y with deliveries starting in 2001.

When discussing the marketing of Yamal gas with Russian and German participants in the project it is stressed that a large part of the capacity in this new pipeline system will be used for gas sales contracts currently being supplied through the Ukraine, Czech and Slovak republics. This is explained on the basis that additional gas transportation capacity is needed in South Eastern Europe and that the northern route represented by the Yamal project will therefore free up capacity for gas markets in Eastern and Southern Europe.

Based on recent statements made by senior GazProm officials a question mark must be placed over this strategy. Until recently GazProm was planning an East European spur line from the Yamal pipeline project in a north to south direction. This pipeline called Volta was due to run from the Warsaw area of Poland through the Slovak Republic, Hungary, Slovenia to Italy where it would have a delivery capacity of up to 20 BCM/Y. This project would have been a joint venture between GazProm of Russia, Edison of Italy and East European interests. GazProm, together with its Italian handlouse Promgas, has recently signed gas supply agreements with SNAM of Italy for 8 BCM/Y. Edison would have competed with SNAM for Italian market share. GazProm executives have been noticeably silent about the Volta project after the new SNAM deal was announced. It is now expected that GazProm will use the AGAL pipeline together with present and future pipeline connections between Germany and Italy to deliver additional supplies to the Italian market.

Hungary was also due to receive large volumes of gas through the Volta pipeline. This country has recently signed a contract for the supply of 225 BCM of gas with the Hungarian GazProm handlouse Panurgas for delivery through the HAG pipeline from Austria. Deliveries under this contract which runs until 2015 can total 12.5 BCM/Y, and all signs are that the HAG pipeline route can replace Volta as a gas supply pipeline for the Hungarian market.

Mediterranean gas markets are growing fast due to a
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combination of general economic growth, rapidly expanding tourism and the introduction of central heating and air conditioning. As a result, the Balkans together with the Asian part of Turkey represent a valuable market for Russian gas. Gazprom has concluded a number of new gas supply agreements with this market area which could purchase some 60 BCM/Y by 2010. This market area could be supplied through the Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria. However, some of these countries are demanding transit tariffs at such a high level that Gazprom is now considering the construction of a new pipeline across the Black Sea from Tuapse, 100 km east of Krasnodar in southern Russia to Ordu on the Black Sea coast of Turkey. The capacity of such a pipeline, which would cross water depths of up to 2100 meters, is understood to be 16 BCM/Y initially. Such a pipeline solution could potentially free up some capacity in existing pipelines for markets in the Balkans.

Gas Supply Diversification in Central/Eastern Europe

Basic Approach to Diversification

It is understandable that a country would like to diversify its gas import sources in order to improve its gas supply security. In Eastern Europe it is likely to prove difficult to obtain a physical flow of gas from a source other than Russia due to the very substantial flow of Russian gas in an east to west direction across most of these countries. Frequently the best way to achieve gas supply diversification will be a supply deal involving a west European purchaser of Russian gas. During normal operating conditions the East European country will receive Russian gas supplies directly by using Russian gas purchased by its western supply partner. During periods of severe gas supply disruptions, if they should take place, gas will physically flow from the west into the country. Such a scheme should be supported by local gas storage projects to the extent such projects are technically and economically feasible.

When looking at gas supply diversification in East Europe the big question is how much should a country be willing to pay for the additional security which new gas supply sources would represent. As a rule of thumb, it cannot be recommended that a country pay more than a 25 percent premium on the cost of its current gas supply unless such new gas supply is earmarked for applications which are critical to the economy of the country.

The Czech Experience

The East European country which appears most advanced in its overall gas diversification program is the Czech Republic. TRANSGAS, the Czech gas import and transmission company, has been engaged in gas supply negotiations for a total of 3 BCM/Y with western suppliers over the last 18 months. From negotiating exclusively with Norway’s gas marketing board (GFU), the company is now reportedly in negotiations with GazProm’s cooperation partners Winteshall of Germany and Gasunie of Holland in addition to BEB, Mobil Europe Gas, British Gas and other British producers. TRANSGAS had agreed and initialed a gas supply agreement with GFU for delivery of gas on the German North Sea coast. The latest industry information indicates that GFU now has offered a gas supply on the Czech/German border at a price which is competitive with Russian supplies.

The Czech cabinet has made a decision in principal that a second route for Russian gas would on its own be unacceptable as a measure of improved gas supply security. It is now likely that TRANSGAS will split the 3 BCM/Y between two suppliers, at least one of which will be based on a true western gas supply. TRANSGAS is also in the process of increasing available gas storage.

Other East European countries should take careful note of the Czech experience. If a gas diversification program should be implemented, then there is now a four to six year window for a strong buyer’s market. No time should be lost in using this market situation to ones advantage.

Gas Privatization and Selection of Strategic Investors

Most East European countries have announced plans for the privatization of their gas industries. However, with the exception of Hungary and some of the Baltic states these plans are not very far advanced.

When privatizing the gas industry a country will have two objectives. First, to introduce strategic investor partners which can provide know-how and the necessary expertise to modernize and increase the efficiency of the gas industry. Second, to provide much needed hard currency to the treasury. With the exception of Great Britain and parts of Germany, European gas utilities operate as monopolies in protected areas. Such monopolistic companies are likely to lack to necessary know-how and expertise needed to operate in a true competitive environment. As a general rule, United States and Canadian companies would today be the best source of such experience. However, since U.S. and Canadian companies operate in a true competitive environment themselves, they are unlikely to be in a position to pay the kind of prices accepted by European utilities for ownership shares in Hungarian gas distribution companies. Treasuries and privatization agencies in East European countries are faced with a dilemma, whether to maximize hard currency receipts in the short term or to position the gas industry so that the country will be served by a truly efficient gas industry in the future. Hopefully, some form of compromise between these two positions can be found which will be of overall maximum benefit to the country concerned.
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issue is to use existing capacity, turn it around, modernize and revamp.

We should not put all our eggs in the basket of only new capacity. Revamping efforts are able to give short-term results, at lower cost and financing is easier. We must have a revamping plan and cut procedures to approve revamping exercises.

Conclusion

What I have covered are just some basic issues regarding energy policy. I may have missed a part or two; however, I do hope that very soon we can call a halt to having only Conferences on Energy, again and again, and get the government to act on these issues - for a change!